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Abstract

Humans and animals have a remarkable ability to predict future events, which they achieve by 

persistently searching their environment for sources of predictive information. Yet little is known 

about the neural systems that motivate this behavior. We hypothesized that information-seeking is 

assigned value by the same circuits that support reward-seeking, so that neural signals encoding 

conventional “reward prediction errors” include analogous “information prediction errors”. To test 

this we recorded from neurons in the lateral habenula, a nucleus which encodes reward prediction 

errors, while monkeys chose between cues that provided different amounts of information about 

upcoming rewards. We found that a subpopulation of lateral habenula neurons transmitted signals 

resembling information prediction errors, responding when reward information was unexpectedly 

cued, delivered, or denied. Their signals evaluated information sources reliably even when the 

animal’s decisions did not. These neurons could provide a common instructive signal for reward-

seeking and information-seeking behavior.

How do we know what to seek and what to avoid? Conventional neural theories of 

motivated behavior propose that we assign value to each stimulus based on its predicted 

yield of future primary rewards (such as food and water)1. These values are then updated 

each time the stimulus produces an unpredicted outcome, an event called a “reward 

prediction error” (RPE)1, 2. If a stimulus leads to a larger reward than predicted (positive 

RPE), its value is increased; if it leads to a smaller reward than predicted (negative RPE), its 

value is decreased; and if it produces exactly the same reward as predicted (zero RPE), its 

value is maintained1. Much is known about the neural basis of this process. RPE signals 

were first discovered in midbrain dopamine neurons1, 3 and have now been found in neurons 

in many structures including the medial prefrontal cortex4, 5, striatum6, 7, globus pallidus8, 

and habenula9, 10, as well as in ensemble electrical signals11 and blood oxygenation-level 

dependent signals12–14 in several of these structures.
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Although such RPEs provide a good account of behavior directed toward gaining primary 

rewards, we often take actions to achieve other goals. A striking example is the preference 

for predictability. Humans15–17 and animals18–21 often choose to view sensory cues that 

have no effect on the delivery of primary rewards but which provide predictive information 

to help anticipate properties of the rewards in advance, such as their presence18, size22, and 

probability23, 24. This preference has been studied by economists as “temporal resolution of 

uncertainty”25 and by psychologists as a form of “observing behavior”26. This preference 

cannot be learned from conventional RPEs; for example, if a predictive cue is equally likely 

to indicate a good outcome (positive RPE) or a bad outcome (negative RPE) then the net 

RPE would be zero, so the act of viewing the cue would not be reinforced22 (Supplementary 

Figs. 1,2). Hence we initially expected that the preference to view reward-informative cues 

would be signaled by distinct neural circuits from RPEs. Yet our first investigation produced 

a very different result: the preference was signaled by midbrain dopamine neurons, the same 

neurons that transmit RPEs for primary rewards22.

Based on this finding, we hypothesized that the preference to view reward-informative cues 

is generated by assigning them value in the same ‘common currency’ as primary rewards, 

and thus activating the same underlying RPE mechanism22. Then neural RPE signals would 

have two components: a conventional component that encodes errors in predicting the value 

of primary rewards, and a second component that encodes errors in predicting the reward 

value of viewing informative sensory cues. We will refer to the first component as a 

conventional reward prediction error (cRPE), and to the hypothesized second component as 

information-related reward prediction error (or “information prediction error”, IPE). An 

action followed by the unexpected presentation of an informative cue would be reinforced 

(positive IPE); an action followed by the unexpected denial of an informative cue would be 

punished (negative IPE); and an action followed by a fully predictable presentation or denial 

of an informative cue would have no change in its value (zero IPE). Thus, whereas cRPEs 

would provide reinforcement for seeking primary rewards, IPEs would provide 

reinforcement for seeking reward-informative sensory cues.

In the present study we tested this hypothesis by designing an experiment to make a direct 

comparison between neural coding of cRPEs and IPEs. We recorded from neurons in the 

lateral habenula, a nucleus in the epithalamus involved in negative control of motivation27. 

Lateral habenula neurons transmit RPEs in an inverted manner8–10 and can suppress 

dopamine neuron activity27–29 and motivated behavior30, 31. We now show that a subset of 

lateral habenula neurons transmit IPEs in a similar manner, signaling when reward 

information is unexpectedly cued, delivered, or denied. These neurons can be highly 

reliable, providing accurate judgments of information quality even when the subject’s 

decisions do not. Thus, these neurons are ideally positioned to provide a common instructive 

signal for reward- and information-seeking behavior.

RESULTS

Behavioral preference for reward information

We trained two monkeys to choose between different sources of reward information (Fig. 

1a–c). On each trial two colored targets appeared on the screen and the monkey chose 
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between them with a saccadic eye movement. Then, after a delay of a few seconds, the 

monkey received either a big or a small water reward with equal probability. The monkey’s 

choice had no effect on the water reward that was delivered but allowed the monkey to view 

different sets of visual cues (Fig. 1b). Choices of one target, the 100% info target, were 

always followed by informative reward cues whose shapes indicated the upcoming reward 

size. Choices of a second target, the 0% info target, were always followed by random 

reward cues whose shapes were randomized on each trial and conveyed no new information. 

Choices of a third target, the 50% info target, were followed by either informative or random 

cues with equal probability. There were two possible choice pairs: 100% info vs. 50% info, 

and 50% info vs. 0% info (Fig. 1c). After each of these choice trials, a later forced trial was 

scheduled in which the originally non-chosen target was presented alone and animals were 

forced to choose it18, 21 (Fig. 1c). This ensured that animals had equal exposure to the 

different targets and cues.

Monkeys consistently chose the target that gave the best chance to view informative cues. 

They chose 100% info in preference to 50% info and chose 50% info in preference to 0% 

info (Fig. 1d). Their preferences were consistent across days, occurring during every 

recording session (Supplementary Fig. 3). This extends our previous findings22 by showing 

that monkey preferences are sensitive to the degree of information probability.

In addition to measuring the animal’s preference, our experiment was designed to allow two 

direct comparisons between neural coding of cRPEs and IPEs. The first comparison was 

between responses to predictive stimuli. Conventional RPEs could be measured in response 

to the reward cues, which indicated that the probability of a big reward increased, decreased, 

or remained unchanged. In the same way, IPEs could be measured in response to the target 

array, which indicated that the probability of viewing informative cues increased, decreased, 

or remained unchanged. The second comparison was between responses to outcome 

delivery. Conventional RPEs could be measured when rewards were bigger, smaller, or the 

same size as predicted. In the same way, IPEs could be measured when the cues were more, 

less, or equally informative as predicted.

Lateral habenula coding of reward prediction errors

While monkeys performed this task we recorded from 95 neurons in the lateral habenula 

(Methods). Consistent with previous studies8–10, we found that many lateral habenula 

neurons encoded cRPEs and did so in an inverted manner - excited by negative cRPEs and 

inhibited by positive cRPEs (Fig. 2). The lateral habenula population was strongly 

responsive to reward cues: it was excited when they indicated a decrease in reward value 

(small reward cue, negative cRPE), inhibited when they indicated an increase in reward 

value (big reward cue, positive cRPE), and relatively non-responsive when they indicated no 

change in reward value (random cues, zero cRPE) (Fig. 2a, left). The population was also 

strongly responsive to rewards: it was excited when the reward was smaller than predicted 

(small reward after random cues, negative cRPE), inhibited when the reward was larger than 

predicted (large reward after random cues, positive cRPE), and had a much weaker response 

when the reward size was fully predictable (large or small reward after informative cues, 

zero cRPE) (Fig. 2a, right). Thus the population’s response resembled an inverted version of 
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the RPE signal from formal models of reward prediction errors (Fig. 2a, bottom; see 

Supplementary Figs. 1,2 for a computational model fitted to the same response windows and 

magnitudes as the neural data).

This was the most common response pattern in single neurons. We quantified each neuron’s 

cRPE coding using a “conventional reward prediction error index” (cRPE index; Methods). 

This index ranges between −1 and +1, with indexes < 0 for activity inversely related to 

cRPEs, indexes > 0 for activity directly related to cRPEs, and indexes = 0 for no coding of 

cRPEs. The index was calculated separately for responses to reward cues and reward 

delivery, and separately for positive and negative cRPEs. Most neurons had cRPE indexes < 

0, indicating activity inversely related to cRPEs (Fig. 2b, neurons in lower left quadrant). 

We next calculated an overall measure of cRPE coding for each task event by taking the 

mean of the indexes for positive and negative cRPEs. Most neurons had mean indexes < 0 

for both reward cues and reward delivery, indicating inverted coding of cRPEs for both task 

events (Fig. 2c, neurons in lower left quadrant).

Coding of unpredicted changes in information probability

We next asked whether lateral habenula neurons encoded IPEs and whether they did so in a 

similar manner to cRPEs. The first information-related event in our task was the onset of the 

target array. The task was designed so that negative and positive IPEs could be measured 

with different target arrays. Negative IPEs could be measured on forced trials, by comparing 

forced 0% info trials (reduced information probability, negative IPE) to forced 50% info 

trials (no change in information probability, zero IPE) (Fig. 3a). Positive IPEs could be 

measured on choice trials, by comparing choice 100% info trials (increased information 

probability, positive IPE) to choice 50% info trials (no change in information probability, 

zero IPE) (Fig. 3b). According to our hypothesis lateral habenula neurons should encode 

IPEs in an inverted manner, with higher activity for negative IPEs and lower activity for 

positive IPEs.

Indeed, the lateral habenula population had activity inversely related to IPEs. For negative 

IPEs, activity was higher on forced 0% than on forced 50% info trials (Fig. 3a,c, P < 10−3, 

signed-rank test). For positive IPEs, activity was lower on choice 100% trials than choice 

50% info trials (Fig. 3b,c, P = 0.032). This was the most common response pattern in single 

neurons. We quantified each neuron’s activity with an “information prediction error index”, 

analogous to the cRPE index for conventional reward prediction errors, which was 

computed separately for negative IPEs and positive IPEs (Methods). Many lateral habenula 

neurons had indexes < 0, indicating inverted coding of IPEs (index for negative IPEs, mean 

= −0.16, P < 10−3; index for positive IPEs, mean = −0.07, P = 0.015; signed-rank test; Fig. 

3d,e).

This IPE-related activity was most prominent in a subpopulation of neurons. This could be 

seen by the fact that the IPE indexes were correlated, so that neurons with strong coding of 

negative IPEs also had strong coding of positive IPEs (rho = 0.35, P < 10−3, permutation 

test, Fig. 3f). To examine them more closely, we selected the subpopulation of “information-

predictive neurons” for which the mean of the two target IPE indexes was significantly 

below zero (n = 30; Fig. 3f, black circles). We then estimated their response to the target 
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arrays (Fig. 4a,b, using a cross-validation procedure to correct for selection bias; Methods). 

The subpopulation of information-predictive neurons had a clear differential response to the 

target array resembling a theoretical inverted IPE signal (Fig. 4a,b). This subpopulation was 

excited by negative IPEs (Fig. 4b, blue circle, P < 10−3), inhibited by positive IPEs (Fig. 4b, 

red circle, P = 0.017), and had no significant response for zero IPEs (Fig. 4b, purple circles, 

all P > 0.50). The population of remaining neurons had weaker responses with no significant 

difference between the targets (n=65, Fig. 4c,d). There was a tendency for different response 

patterns on forced versus choice trials but no significant difference in overall response 

magnitudes (Fig. 4, Supplementary Figs. 4,5). Based on these findings we focused our 

further analysis on the subpopulation of information-predictive neurons, with the goal of 

testing whether they continued to encode IPEs throughout the behavioral task (for the 

remaining neurons, see Supplementary Figs. 6,7).

Coding of unpredicted denial of reward information

According to our hypothesis, lateral habenula neurons should encode negative IPEs when 

reward information is unexpectedly denied. This should occur in response to the randomized 

reward cues, which provided no new information. If the animal had chosen the 0% info 

target then the animal could fully predict that no information would be delivered so there 

would be little lateral habenula response (‘predictable no-info’, zero IPE; Fig. 5a, blue). But 

if the animal had chosen the 50% info target then the denial of information would be 

unpredicted and the animal would experience a negative information prediction error, 

causing lateral habenula neurons to be excited (‘unpredicted no-info’, negative IPE; Fig. 5a, 

purple). Note that the physical stimulus in both conditions, the random cue, was exactly the 

same. The only difference was the predicted probability that the cue would be informative or 

random.

Consistent with our hypothesis, the information-predictive neurons were excited when 

reward information was unexpectedly denied. They had little response on 0% info trials 

when the random cues were fully predictable (Fig. 5a, blue) but were excited on 50% info 

trials when the same random cues were presented unpredictably (Fig. 5a, purple). Thus, 

these neurons were excited by the first indication that reward information would be denied – 

either the 0% info target or unpredicted no-info delivery itself (Fig. 5a). We quantified each 

neuron’s response to the random cues using an index for coding negative IPEs (Methods, 

Fig. 5b). Most information-predictive neurons had indexes < 0, indicating activity inversely 

related to information prediction errors (mean = −0.25, P < 10−3; Fig. 5b). Furthermore, 

considering the lateral habenula population as a whole, the IPE indexes were correlated so 

that neurons with strong coding of negative IPEs for the random cues also had strong coding 

of both negative and positive IPEs for the targets (Fig. 5c).

Coding of unpredicted delivery of reward information

According to our hypothesis, lateral habenula neurons should encode positive IPEs when 

reward information is unexpectedly delivered. This should occur in response to the 

informative reward cues (Fig. 6a). If the animal had chosen the 100% info target then the 

animal could fully predict that an informative cue would appear so there would be no 

information prediction error (‘predictable info’, zero IPE; Fig. 6a, red). But if the animal had 
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chosen the 50% info target then the delivery of information would be unpredicted and the 

animal would experience a positive information prediction error, causing lateral habenula 

neurons to be inhibited (‘unpredicted info’, positive IPE; Fig. 6a, purple). Of course, the 

informative cues would simultaneously evoke conventional reward prediction errors 

encoding the cued reward size. Hence we hypothesized that lateral habenula neurons would 

respond with excitation or inhibition encoding cRPEs, but that ‘unpredicted info’ trials 

would have an additional inhibitory response encoding positive IPEs (Fig. 6a, right).

Consistent with our hypothesis, the information-predictive lateral habenula neurons were 

inhibited when reward information was unexpectedly delivered. They were inhibited by big-

reward cues, and on ‘unpredicted info’ trials this inhibition was enhanced (Fig. 6a, −1.81 

spikes/s, signed-rank test, P = 0.001). They were excited by small-reward cues, and on 

‘unpredicted info’ trials this excitation was attenuated (Fig. 6a, −1.43 spikes/s, P = 0.028). 

These changes in firing rate were modest, perhaps due to competition with the strong cRPE 

signals that were present at the same time. Indeed, the IPE signal emerged with a similar 

latency to the cRPE signal but was strongest during the initial part of the response before the 

cRPE signal reached its peak (Fig. 6b). We quantified each neuron’s response to the 

informative cues using an index for coding positive IPEs (Methods). The information-

predictive neurons tended to have indexes < 0, indicating activity inversely related to 

information prediction errors (mean = −0.11; signed-rank test, P = 0.001; Fig. 6c). 

Furthermore, considering the lateral habenula population as a whole, these indexes were 

correlated with all three of the other IPE indexes for other task events (Fig. 6d). Hence the 

lateral habenula population encoded IPEs in a consistent manner throughout the task, 

including responses to information-predictive stimuli (Figs. 3,4), information denial (Fig. 5) 

and information delivery (Fig. 6).

Joint coding of reward and information prediction errors

We next tested whether IPEs and cRPEs were transmitted by the same neurons and whether 

they used a similar neural code. We measured each neuron’s tendency for coding of inverted 

prediction errors by counting the total number of its IPE and cRPE indexes that were < 0. As 

described above, each neuron had a total of four IPE indexes and four cRPE indexes 

representing coding of positive and negative prediction errors evoked by predictive stimuli 

and outcome delivery.

The most common patterns in habenula neurons were to have all four IPE indexes < 0 and 

all four cRPE indexes < 0 (Fig. 7a; more common than expected by chance, binomial test, P 

<10−5). Considering IPEs and cRPEs together, most habenula neurons had six, seven, or all 

eight of their indexes < 0 (Fig. 7b; more common than chance, binomial test, P = 0.006, P < 

10−12, P < 10−100). Most neurons with significant coding of IPEs also had significant coding 

of cRPEs, and the IPE and cRPE indexes were positively correlated (Supplementary Fig. 8). 

Thus many habenula neurons transmitted IPEs and cRPEs using a similar code.

Reliable prediction errors despite variable decisions

Our experiment is the first investigation of lateral habenula neurons during decision making, 

allowing us to test whether they are influenced by the decision process. In particular, we 
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found that animals made somewhat variable decisions: they usually chose the high-

information probability target but occasionally chose the low-information probability target 

(Fig. 1d). One hypothesis is that animals chose the low-info target due to noisy evaluation – 

occasionally assigning it unusually high value. If so, then on trials when animals chose the 

low-info target, neurons should have treated it as unusually valuable (Supplementary Fig. 9). 

A second hypothesis is that animals chose the low-info target due to noisy action selection – 

that they always assigned it low value but chose it occasionally due to errors in motor 

execution or purposeful exploration32, 33. If so, then neurons should have always treated the 

low-info target as having low value.

To test these hypotheses, we analyzed the subset of information-predictive neurons that were 

recorded during choices of 0% > 50% info (n=25, Fig. 8a,d) and 50% > 100% info (n=17, 

Fig. 8b,e). This revealed that lateral habenula neurons had accurate prediction error signals 

even during low-info choices. Neurons had higher activity during low-info choices than 

high-info choices (Fig. 8a, P < 10−3; Fig. 8b, P = 0.006; signed-rank test). Activity during 

choices of 0% info was similar to forced trials when the 0% info target was presented alone, 

and was higher than activity on all 50% or 100% info trials (Fig. 8d). Similarly, activity 

during low-info choices of 50% info was intermediate between trials with 0% or 100% 

information probability and was similar to (or slightly higher than) the other 50% info trial 

types (Fig. 8e).

Since the lateral habenula inhibits midbrain dopamine neurons9, 28, 29, we wondered whether 

dopamine neurons had an opposite coding pattern. To test this, we repeated this analysis on 

our previous dataset22, which was recorded in a simpler task where only the 100% and 0% 

info targets were available. Indeed, the activity of putative dopamine neurons was higher 

during high-info choices than low-info choices (P = 0.002) (Fig. 8c,f).

We next asked whether these neural signals emerged rapidly enough to contribute to the 

decision making process. Neural activity distinguishing between high-info and low-info 

choices emerged at a relatively long latency (Fig. 8a–c, difference between solid and dashed 

lines) after about 90% of the animal’s choice saccades had already been initiated (Fig. 8a–c, 

colored horizontal lines above the x-axis indicate the central 90% of the saccadic reaction 

time distribution). This suggests a sequence in which (1) animals made rapid and partially 

noisy saccadic decisions, then (2) lateral habenula and dopamine neurons monitored the 

decision and signaled prediction errors based on the chosen option’s value.

DISCUSSION

We found a subpopulation of lateral habenula neurons that signaled errors in the prediction 

of reward-informative sensory cues (IPEs) in addition to errors in the prediction of primary 

rewards themselves (conventional RPEs). These neurons signaled both types of prediction 

errors with a similar code: excitation for negative prediction errors and inhibition for 

positive prediction errors. And their signals were consistent across multiple task events 

including reward-and information-predictive stimuli and reward and information delivery 

themselves. These data support and extend current theories by showing that neural reward 

prediction error signals not only encode errors in predicting the value of primary rewards but 
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also errors in predicting the value of viewing reward-informative cues. This supports our 

hypothesis that viewing informative cues is assigned value in the same ‘common currency’ 

as primary rewards and could reinforce behavior through the same mechanism.

In addition to demonstrating the presence of IPE signals in the brain, our data also suggest a 

possible mechanism by which these signals could be translated into a behavioral preference. 

When animals learned that reward information would be denied, many lateral habenula 

neurons were activated. Activation of the lateral habenula inhibits dopamine neurons27–29 

and can act as a punishment to induce behavioral aversion30, 31 (but see34). Conversely, 

when animals learned that reward information would be delivered, many lateral habenula 

neurons reduced their activity. Inactivation of the lateral habenula causes dopamine release 

in multiple brain regions including the nucleus accumbens35 which can act as reinforcement 

to induce behavioral preferences36. Such a habenula-to-dopamine pathway is also consistent 

with our previous finding that dopamine neurons are activated by information-predictive 

stimuli22, perhaps representing a component of the IPE signal. Our data also provide 

evidence that information-related neural signals are related to the motivational value that 

underlies behavioral preferences. Although we previously found information-related signals 

in dopamine neurons, recent studies suggested that some dopamine neurons encode general 

motivational salience rather than value37–39. Our present study, however, shows that IPE 

signals are present in the lateral habenula, where neurons predominantly transmit signals 

related to motivational value10 and exert control over dopamine neurons that have properties 

consistent with value coding37, 39. Future studies may provide a conclusive test of whether 

IPE signals are first generated by lateral habenula neurons, dopamine neurons, or other brain 

structures, and how signals are elaborated and processed at each step in these neural 

pathways.

Our data raise several questions about how the brain assigns greater value to viewing 

informative cues than random cues. The brain might explicitly generate internal rewards 

based on a cue’s ‘informativeness’ or reduction in uncertainty15, 25, 40, 41; alternately, there 

is evidence that the brain accomplishes this implicitly by having cues provide conditioned 

reinforcement that is disproportionate to their primary reward value19–21, 42, 43. Our neural 

data puts constraints on this process by excluding one recently proposed mechanism43 

(Supplementary Fig. 2), but many alternatives remain and deserve investigation. Our data 

also gives a rough estimate of the relative magnitude of the IPE and cRPE signals. IPE 

signals in information-predictive neurons were on average about 1/5th as large as cRPE 

signals, and could be accounted for by a model in which viewing an informative cue was as 

valuable as drinking ~0.17 ml of water reward (Supplementary Fig. 1). This neural 

relationship is likely to vary across species and tasks, and deserves further investigation and 

comparison with behavior. Finally, we found that some lateral habenula neurons did not 

significantly encode IPEs or encoded them in a different direction from cRPEs, and some 

neurons had additional idiosyncratic tonic and phasic forms of activity44 (Supplementary 

Figs. 8,10,11). This might contribute to the heterogeneous response patterns in certain areas 

downstream of the lateral habenula, like the dorsal raphe nucleus45, 46.

Our data show two new features of the relationship between lateral habenula neurons and 

decision making. First, we found that animals could make rapid saccadic decisions even 
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before prediction error signals emerged in lateral habenula and dopamine neurons. This 

supports the view that lateral habenula and dopamine prediction error signals do not 

contribute to rapid saccadic decision making47, instead responding to the chosen option’s 

value after the decision has been made. Second, we found that lateral habenula prediction 

error signals were accurate even when animals decided to view poor sources of information, 

a striking property also found in dopamine neurons48, 49. In this sense lateral habenula 

signals were more a reliable judge of information sources than the animal’s outward 

behavior. This would allow the lateral habenula to be an effective ‘critic’ of saccadic 

decisions1, 32, 50: when the animal shifted its gaze to a poor source of reward information, 

lateral habenula neurons immediately sent a negative prediction error as if to criticize the 

decision. Thus the lateral habenula may transmit prediction error signals after each saccadic 

eye movement, providing immediate feedback to teach the eyes when and where primary 

rewards and reward information will appear.

METHODS

Subjects

Subjects were two male rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta), monkey V (9.3 kg) 

and monkey Z (8.7 kg). All procedures for animal care and experimentation were approved 

by the Institute Animal Care and Use Committee and complied with the Public Health 

Service Policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals. A plastic head holder, 

scleral search coils, and plastic recording chambers were implanted under general anesthesia 

and sterile surgical conditions.

Behavioral Tasks

Behavioral tasks were conducted using equipment described previously22. Monkeys sat in a 

primate chair facing a frontoparallel screen located 31 cm from the eyes in a sound-

attenuated and electrically shielded room. Eye movements were monitored using a scleral 

search coil (monkey V) or SensoMotoric Instruments eye tracker (monkey Z). Stimuli were 

presented with a PJ550 projector (ViewSonic).

Trials began with a central spot of light (1° diameter) which the monkey was required to 

fixate. After 800 ms of fixation, the spot disappeared and two colored targets appeared on 

the sides of the screen (2.5° diameter, 10–15° eccentricity; on forced trials, only one target 

appeared). The monkey had 710 ms to saccade to the chosen target, after which the non-

chosen target immediately disappeared. After the 710 ms period the chosen target was 

replaced by a reward cue (14° diameter), which monkeys were not required to fixate. After 

2250 ms the cue disappeared, a 200 ms tone began, and water reward delivery began using a 

gravity-based system (Crist Instruments). Small rewards lasted 50 ms (0.04 ml), large 

rewards lasted 700 ms (0.88 ml). The inter-trial interval was ~4.1–5.1 seconds beginning 

from reward onset. To minimize the effects of physical preparation, water was delivered 

directly into the mouth; licking the water spout was not required. We previously showed that 

animals received the same amount of water on informative and random cue trials and their 

preferences were not caused by the physical features of the targets and cues (e.g. shapes or 

colors)22.
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There were three targets, which had different probabilities of being followed by informative 

reward cues (100%, 50%, and 0%) and were distinguished by their colors (orange, purple, 

and green). The 100% and 0% info colors were counterbalanced across animals (monkey V: 

green 100% info, orange 0% info; monkey Z: the reverse). There were four cues. Two of the 

cues, the informative cues, had the same color as the 100% info target and their shapes 

indicated the size of the upcoming water reward. The other two cues, the random cues, had 

the same color as the 0% info target and their shapes were chosen randomly so that they 

were uncorrelated with the size of the upcoming water reward. For example, for monkey Z 

the orange “A” was the info-big cue indicating an upcoming big reward, the orange “Z” was 

the info-small cue indicating an upcoming small reward, and the green “ω” and “ς” shapes 

were followed by big and small rewards with equal probability.

There were two choice pairs: 100% vs. 50% info and 50% vs. 0% info. For each choice pair, 

there were 24 = 16 types of choice trials, specified by four binary factors: reward size (big or 

small), cue type to show after a 50% info choice (informative or random), random cue shape 

to show if a random cue was presented (e.g. “ω” or “ς”), and location of the 50% info choice 

on the screen (left or right). The exposure to these 16 trial types was counterbalanced across 

each experimental session. Specifically, for each choice pair, choice trials were scheduled so 

that each successive 16 choice trials within a session included one trial of each type 

(presented in a randomized order).

To balance exposure to the targets, we used a compensation procedure in which each choice 

trial (e.g. choice of 100% over 50% info) was compensated by scheduling a later forced trial 

in which only the previously non-chosen target was available (e.g. forced 50% info)18, as 

follows. Each session began with 8 consecutive choice trials (4 from each choice pair) 

presented in a random order. Each further set of 8 trials consisted of two trials from each of 

the 2×2 combinations of choice pair (100% vs. 50%, 50% vs. 0%) and choice type (choice, 

forced), presented in a random order. Starting at the beginning of the session, a list was 

maintained of ‘uncompensated’ completed choice trials. Each time a choice trial was 

completed it was added to the list. Each time a forced trial was presented its parameters were 

set equal to those of a randomly selected choice trial from the list (except that the previously 

chosen target was no longer available), after which that choice trial was considered 

‘compensated’ and removed from the list.

In case of errors the trial was aborted: the screen went blank, a 200 ms error tone sounded, a 

3000 ms delay occurred, and the inter-trial interval began. Errors occurred if the monkey (1) 

did not fixate within 5000 ms of fixation point onset, (2) broke fixation during the fixation 

period, (3) did not make a saccade, (4) made a saccade that did not land on a target, or (5) 

broke fixation on the target before the cue appeared. In a subset of sessions monkeys were 

not required to avoid error types 4–5 on forced trials and 5 on choice trials; they still 

continued to perform the task successfully. As in our previous study22, monkeys were 

slightly reluctant to saccade toward and fixate the undesirable 0% info target and therefore 

made slightly more errors on forced 0% info trials; however, these errors were quite rare (< 

0.3% of forced 0% info trials during neural recordings), so they probably did not have a 

meaningful influence on the results.
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Neural Recording

Lateral habenula neurons were recorded as described previously9, 10. A recording chamber 

was placed over the midline of the parietal cortex, tilted posteriorly by 38 degrees (monkey 

V) or 40 degrees (monkey Z), and aimed at the habenula. A grid system allowed recording 

sites to be targeted with 1 mm spacing. We estimated the grid locations and depth of the 

habenula using magnetic resonance imaging (4.7 T, Bruker), its expected position 1.5–2.5 

mm lateral to the midline, and its expected position relative to the visuomotor map of neural 

activity in the superior colliculus. The lateral habenula was identified based on neural 

recordings of that structure and nearby neural structures, as a small region that was located 

(1) directly beneath the corpus callosum and lateral ventricle, (2) medial to the adjacent 

mediodorsal thalamus (low rates, irregular bursty firing, and little or no task-related 

activity), (3) anterior to the presumed pretectum (~3 mm deeper with little or no phasic 

reward-related activity time-locked to task events), (4) symmetrically to the lateral habenula 

in the opposite hemisphere, and (5) had high frequency multiunit activity with stimulus-

locked neural responses including negative reward signals (inhibitory response to fixation 

point and/or big rewards/big-reward cues, and/or excitatory response to small rewards/small-

reward cues). Putative midbrain dopamine neurons was analyzed from a previous dataset 

recorded in and around the substantia nigra pars compacta and lateral ventral tegmental 

area22. Putative dopamine neurons were identified from their irregular tonic firing at 0.5–10 

spikes/s, broad spike waveforms, and activity positively related to cue and/or outcome 

value22.

Lateral habenula neurons were included in the database if they were recorded for at least 45 

trials (monkey Z) or if they were recorded for at least 45 trials and were responsive to the 

task (monkey V). Neurons were recorded for 46–552 trials (mean and standard deviation: 

170 ± 111 trials).

Data Analysis

We analyzed neural firing rates in three time windows representing responses to the target 

array (150–500 ms after target array onset), reward cue (100–350 ms after cue onset), and 

reward outcome (200–450 ms after reward onset). These time windows were chosen a priori 

based on our previous study of dopamine neurons22 and were used here without 

modification. A neuron’s baseline rate was defined as its firing rate during the 250 ms 

before target onset. Baseline rates ranged from 0.3 to 60.4 spikes/s (mean and standard 

deviation: 23.6 ± 14.0 spikes/s) and were similar for information-predictive neurons (25.2 ± 

15.8 spikes/s) and the remaining neurons (22.9 ± 13.1 spikes/s). The analyses in Figs. 3,4 

were performed on forced trials and high-info choice trials. Low-info choice trials were 

analyzed separately in Fig. 8. Correlations in scatterplots were calculated using all neurons.

We quantified neural prediction error signals using “cRPE indexes” for conventional reward 

prediction errors and “IPE indexes” for information prediction errors. Each index was 

calculated for each neuron based on the receiver operating characteristic area (ROC area) for 

discriminating between the single-trial neural firing rates from a pair of task conditions 

where the prediction errors of reward and/or reward information were theorized to be 

different. The ROC area was in the range between 0 and 1, representing the probability a 
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randomly chosen single-trial firing rate from the condition with more positive prediction 

errors was greater than a randomly chosen single-trial firing rate from the condition with 

more negative prediction errors. To convert the ROC area into a cRPE or IPE index, it was 

transformed to lie in the range [−1,+1] (using the equation: index = 2*(ROC area − 0.5)). 

The indexes were calculated using the following pairs of task conditions. Cue, index for 

negative cRPEs: info-small cue vs. random cues; index for positive cRPEs: random cues vs. 

info-big cue. Reward, index for negative cRPEs: random-small reward vs. informed-small 

reward; index for positive cRPEs: informed-big reward vs. random-big reward. Target, 

index for negative IPEs: forced 0% info vs. forced 50% info; index for positive IPEs: choice 

50% > 0% info vs. choice 100% > 50% info. Cue, index for negative IPEs: random cue after 

50% info target (‘unpredicted no-info’) vs. random cue after 0% info target (‘predictable no-

info’); index for positive IPEs: calculated using the mean of the ROC areas for the two 

informative cues (info-big cue after 100% info target (‘predictable info, big’) vs. info-big 

cue after 50% info target (‘unpredicted info, big’), and info-small cue after 100% info target 

(‘expected info, small’) vs. info-small cue after 50% info target (‘unpredicted info, small’)). 

The single-neuron cRPE and IPE indexes were tested for significant differences from zero 

using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests (or, for indexes calculated using the mean of two ROC areas 

or the means of two indexes, permutation tests with 2000 permutations).

For the analysis of target responses in information-predictive neurons (Fig. 4a,b), we used a 

cross-validation procedure to remove the effects of selection bias. We split the data into two 

sets containing the even-numbered and odd-numbered trials, separately for each neuron in 

the lateral habenula population and for each target condition (forced 0%, forced 50%, choice 

50%, choice 100%). Then, each neuron’s ‘even data’ was used to select whether its ‘odd 

data’ would be included in the analysis, and vice versa. This ensured that the decision about 

whether to include a trial in the analysis was always made without looking at that trial’s 

data. Specifically, we calculated each neuron’s mean target IPE index separately for the 

even and odd datasets. If neither index was significantly < 0, the neuron was excluded; if the 

‘even data’ index was significantly < 0, then its ‘odd data’ was included; if the ‘odd data’ 

index was significantly < 0, then its ‘even data’ was included; if both indexes were 

significantly < 0, then both even and odd data were included. This removed the effects of 

selection bias in simulated datasets. For the remaining neurons (Fig. 4c,d), we used the same 

procedure except the selection criterion was that the mean target IPE index was not 

significantly < 0.

To analyze low-info choices, for each choice pair we selected the neurons that were 

recorded during at least one low-info choice and that were lateral habenula information-

predictive neurons or that were putative dopamine neurons with positive information signals 

(defined as having higher activity on 100% info trials than forced 0% info trials, P < 0.05, 

rank-sum test).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Behavioral preference to view informative reward cues. (a) On each trial animals viewed a 

fixation point, used a saccadic eye movement to choose a colored visual target, viewed a 

visual cue, and received a big or small water reward. (b) The three potential targets led to 

informative reward cues with 100%, 50%, or 0% probability. (c) Targets were presented in 

two choice pairs, 100% versus 50% info and 50% versus 0% info. Choice trials were 

followed by forced trials to equalize exposure to the non-chosen option. (d) Animals 

expressed a strong preference to choose the target that led to a higher probability of viewing 

informative cues. Bars are mean choice percentages ±1 SE.
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Figure 2. 
Lateral habenula neurons transmit an inverted reward prediction error signal. (a) Average 

firing rate of lateral habenula neurons in response to the reward cues (left) and reward 

outcomes (right) resembled a theoretical inverted cRPE signal (bottom; generated from the 

model in Supplementary Fig. 1c using the same response windows as for the neural data). 

Left: activity aligned at cue onset for the informative cues (red lines; big-reward cue, solid; 

small-reward cue, dashed), and the two random cues (blue solid and dashed lines). Right: 

activity aligned at reward onset for informed rewards (red lines; big reward, solid; small 

reward, dashed) and randomized rewards (blue; big reward, solid; small reward, dashed). 

Activity was smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (σ = 10 ms). Shaded regions represent the 

mean firing rate ±1 SE of the baseline-subtracted neural firing rate. Gray bars below the x-

axis indicate the analysis windows. (b) Single-neuron cRPE indexes for responses to the 

cues (left) and reward delivery (right), calculated separately for positive cRPEs (x-axis) and 

negative cRPEs (y-axis). Colored dots indicate neurons with significant indexes along the x-

axis (red), y-axis (blue), or both (black) (P < 0.05, rank-sum test). Text indicates rank 

correlation (rho) and its significance (permutation test); solid line indicates the best-fitting 

linear relationship using type 2 regression. (c) Single-neuron mean cRPE indexes for 

responses to the cues (x-axis) and reward delivery (y-axis). Same format as (b). Most 

neurons had consistent coding of cRPEs for both the cues and reward delivery.
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Figure 3. 
Lateral habenula activity related to information prediction errors evoked by the information-

predictive targets. (a) Average lateral habenula activity was higher on forced 0% info trials 

(blue) than forced 50% info trials (dark purple). Same format for smoothing and error 

regions as Fig. 2a. Gray bar below the x-axis indicates the analysis window. (b) Average 

lateral habenula activity was higher on choice trials when the animal chose 50% info in 

preference to 0% info (light purple) than when the animal chose 100% info in preference to 

50% info (red). Same format as (a). (c) Mean baseline-subtracted activity in response to the 

target array on trials with 0%, 50%, and 100% info probability (blue, purple, red dots). Error 

bars are ±1 SE. Small data points next to the 50% info data point represent forced 50% info 

trials (dark purple, left) and choice 50% > 0% info trials (light purple, right). Colored 

asterisks are responses significantly different from baseline (*/**/*** for P < 

0.05/0.01/0.001, signed-rank test). Black asterisks indicate significant effects of information 

probability. (d,e) Single neuron indexes for coding negative IPEs (d, forced trials) and 

positive IPEs (e, choice trials). Gray indicates indexes significantly different from 0 (P < 

0.05, rank-sum test). Arrow and horizontal line indicate mean±SE, text indicates mean and 

significance (signed-rank test). (f) Correlation between indexes for negative and positive 

IPEs. Text indicates rank correlation and its significance (permutation test). Black dots are 

the “information-predictive neurons” (mean IPE index < 0, P < 0.05, permutation test; 

n=30).
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Figure 4. 
Information-related signals are strongest in a subpopulation of neurons. (a,b) Average 

activity of the subpopulation of information-predictive neurons (top) resembles the 

theoretical inverted IPE signal (bottom, generated from the model in Supplementary Fig. 1b 

using the same response windows as for the neural data and plotting model rate on same 

scale as neural rate). Same format as Fig. 3a–c, but only showing activity from the 

information-predictive cells. These activity measurements were cross-validated to remove 

selection bias (Methods). (c,d) Average activity of the remaining neurons shows little or no 

sensitivity to IPEs. Same format as (a,b).
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Figure 5. 
Lateral habenula activity related to negative information prediction errors evoked by denial 

of reward information. (a) Average activity of information-predictive neurons on trials when 

random cues were presented (top) resembled the theoretical inverted IPE signal (bottom; 

model uses the same conventions as in Fig. 4). Activity is shown in response to the target 

array (left) and the onset of the random cues (right) for trials when the information 

probability was 0% (blue, ‘predictable no-info’) or 50% (purple, ‘unpredicted no-info’). 

Same format for smoothing and error regions as Fig. 2a. This population was excited by 

unpredicted no-info. (b) Single-neuron indexes for coding negative IPEs in response to the 

random cues. Same format as Fig. 3d,e, but showing the subpopulation of information-

predictive neurons. (c) Neurons with strong negative IPE signals in response to the random 

cues tended to have strong negative IPE signals (left) and positive IPE signals (right) in 

response to the targets. Same format as Fig. 3f.
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Figure 6. 
Lateral habenula activity related to positive information prediction errors evoked by delivery 

of reward information. (a) Average activity of information-predictive neurons on trials when 

informative cues were presented (left) resembled the theoretical combined inverted IPE

+cRPE signal (right; model uses the same conventions as in Fig. 4). Activity is shown in 

response to the onset of the informative cues (right) for trials when the information 

probability was 100% (red, ‘predictable info’) or 50% (purple, ‘unpredicted info’) and when 

the informative cue indicated a big reward (solid lines) or small reward (dashed lines). This 

population had strong excitation or inhibition encoding cRPEs, and also had a lower firing 

rate on ‘unpredicted info’ than ‘predictable info’ trials (inset: difference in firing rate 

between ‘unpredicted info’ and ‘predictable info’, calculated separately for small-reward, 

big-reward, and all trials; error bars are ± 1 SE; */** for P < 0.05/0.01, signed-rank test). (b) 

Activity difference related to information probability (purple, unpredicted info – predictable 

info) and cued reward value (gray, big reward – small reward). Shaded area indicates ± 1 

SE. (c) Single-neuron indexes for coding positive IPEs in response to the informative cues. 

Same format as Fig. 3d,e, but showing the subpopulation of information-predictive neurons. 

(d) Neurons with strong coding of positive IPEs evoked by the informative cues (y-axis) 

also tended to have strong coding of positive IPEs evoked by the targets (middle) and 

negative IPEs evoked by the random cues (left) and targets (right). Same format as Fig. 3f.
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Figure 7. 
Joint coding of IPEs and conventional RPEs in single neurons. (a) Histogram of all lateral 

habenula neurons sorted by their total number of IPE indexes (red) or cRPE indexes (blue) 

that were below zero, indicating coding of inverted prediction errors (counting all four cRPE 

indexes from Fig. 2b and all four IPE indexes from Figs. 3f,5b,6c). Gray dotted line 

indicates the null hypothesis that the indexes were randomly distributed above or below zero 

by chance. Asterisks indicate response patterns that occurred in more neurons than expected 

by chance (*/**/*** for P < 0.05/0.01/0.001, binomial test). (b) Same as (a) for the 

combined count of cRPE and IPE indexes that were below zero (considering all eight 

indexes). The most common patterns were to have six, seven, or eight indexes below zero, 

indicating inverted coding cRPEs and IPEs.
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Figure 8. 
Lateral habenula and dopamine neurons signal information probability reliably despite 

variable decisions. (a) Information-predictive lateral habenula neurons had higher activity 

when animals made low-info choices of 0% info > 50% info (dashed blue line) than when 

they made high-info choices of 50% info > 0% info (purple). Activity is shown for all 

neurons recorded during at least one choice of 0% info > 50% info. Same format for 

smoothing and error regions as Fig. 2a. The small colored circles above the x-axis indicate 

the median saccadic reaction time for each condition; the horizontal colored lines indicate 

the central 90% of the reaction time distribution. (b) Same as (a), for choices between 50% 

info (purple) vs. 100% info (red). (c) Same as (a,b), for putative dopamine neurons recorded 

during choices between 0% info (blue) vs. 100% info (red). (d) Mean baseline-subtracted 

activity during forced trials (left), high-info choice trials (middle), and low-info choice trials 

(right, open circle and dashed line), for information-predictive lateral habenula neurons 

recorded during at least one low-info choice of 0% info > 50% info. Error bars are ± 1 SE. 

Asterisks indicate responses that were significantly different from those on low-info choice 

trials (*/**/*** for P < 0.05/0.01/0.001, signed-rank test). (e,f) Same as (d), for the neurons 

shown in (b,c).
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